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Editorial
Emma White

Rik: Wouldn't it be great if all this money
were real?
Vyvian: That is the single most boring
thing anyone could ever say whilst playing
Monopoly
Editorials are all the same, aren't they?
Introduce the issues, introduce the theme,
congratulate yourselves, and so on and so
forth. Here at runway, no one ever wants
to write the editorial. The task is handed
around like the unpleasant chore it is ('it's
your turn this time, sucked in'). You plan
to get it done early, but always end up
empty-handed the day before going to
print, whingeing to your colleagues that it
isn't really necessary ('who even reads the
editorial?'). I think the editorial is simply
the place to knock down the wall between
reader and editor, to destroy the illusion
that somehow this thing just makes itself.
It's not always perfect, but we're doing all
right *pats self on back*.
I always think that everyone will consider
the theme in the same way I would (me,
me, me). Copy I was particularly worried
about. I had imagined some kind of metaeditorial conundrum wherein every piece
would be a copy of the other; some giant
tautology of opinion, like an issue filled only
with the word copy, a one-joke magazine.
Happily, all the cliches about the diversity
of human experience are true, and each
contributor has risen idiosyncratically to
the challenge of creating something new
and different on the subject. This difference
confirms something fundamental about
people, how they're all on their own little
trips, differently similar or something (that
also makes me a little sad - is that weird?).
This variety is a cliche, but things become
cliched because they've been worth
repeating.
4

My own take on the theme would been one
of these:
Getting fooled by Cindy Sherman: When
I was 19, living in Canberra and doing
evening classes in photography, Anne
O'Hehir brought in a book of Sherman's
film stills. How curious these pictures are, I
thought. They're not quite right. She must
make very odd films. 'Why don't they say
which films they're from?' I commented.
No one corrected me (bastards!). It didn't
take too long to figure that one out. Then I
wished it had been my idea. For an artist,
this is the single most annoying response
to have to an artwork, in my opinion.
Getting fooled by Thomas Demand: When
I first encountered his photographs I didn't
realise they were not of real spaces, but of
replicas made from paper and cardboard.
Then I read somewhere how you could
tell the sites were fake by the visible
imperfections in the constructions of the
objects (a peeling corner or a too-smooth
surface). Can you? I thought. I hadn't
realised that wasn't linoleum. Only years
later, seeing one of his pictures in Europe
at the huge scale they're supposed to be,
did I actually understand that this was true.
How could I have known? We only see
that stuff in reproduction here. Copies of
copies of copies (hadda be said). It makes
me cross to be fooled, to misinterpret what
seems clear to the person standing in the
Centre Pompidou. It's the same part of
my brain that couldn't accept Apple Pie
sneakers when it was all about Reeboks.
But now I don't care. Roll on fakes, roll on
referentiality, roll on quoting song lyrics and
movie dialogue when the going gets tough.
Please enjoy this issue.

Emma White Enthusiasms (detail) 2005

alone alone
Clare Lewis interviews Todd McMillan

Clare Lewis: Your work often refers to
art or literary history, from Rousseau to
Charlie Brown—what draws you to your
referents?
Todd McMillan: The first point with my
use of references is that I've never wanted
to illustrate in any form, I find that very
problematic. I don't like the idea of a visual
work being a visual reiteration of a straight
art historical or literary reference. They are
basically points from which I depart. All
of my work oscillates around the idea of
longing or loneliness and I look to ideas of
romanticism and melancholy as a condition
for making work. Romanticism, in the time
of Caspar David Friedrich, was thought
to be the most ideal condition for making
art because it was a time of reflection and
introspection. That sadness was about
looking inward, searching out your soul, but
ultimately you don't come up with answers;
there's a longing for something more that
can never be clinched. I've referenced
Friedrich in a number of works, but most
noticeably in By the Sea (2004), which is
an homage, in a way, to his painting, Monk
by the Sea (1809-10). I was drawn to that
painting because it was said to be a selfportrait of the artist and I found it really
emotive, dark and quite bleak. Although
it's unfashionable to talk about beauty, I
find that image and its loneliness really
beautiful. I've always been interested in
melancholy, whether it was listening to
The Cure or The Smiths or reading bleak
literature whether it's Dostoyevsky or
comics like Charlie Brown, because I find
this kind of sadness funny in a way. I guess
it's a weird bridge, but I look at Monk by
the Sea and feel a weird sense of glee.
Like a really depressing joke, it's not funny
at all, but there's an identification with it
and a realisation that this sense of bitter
6

loneliness is actually shared, and so it
becomes defunct in a way.
Another work which plays with an original
referent is Self-portrait as an 18th Century
Art-Star (2004), which features a portrait
of me drawn by one of those portraitists in
Chinatown that I've then overlaid with an
image of a hat from a pen and ink drawing
of Friedrich as a young man in a hooded
mask. It was a social class thing, it was
a poor man's hat and I took that hat from
him and put it on me as a way to identify
myself with him, like playing dress-up.
Whenever a child wears a piece of an
adult's clothing there's a sense of humour
and mockery within it, what's funny is it's
so anachronistic, it's so ill-fitting.
CL: Your artistic career has been built so
far largely on self-portraits, albeit mostly
with your back turned. Why do you find
depicting your 'self so fascinating? You
seem so modest the rest of the time.
TM: In terms of modesty that's an
interesting point because I don't see using
myself as an ego based thing. If anything,
it's a conceptual imperative because
they're stripped of anything else—it's this
use of myself as a trope. As a crow stands
in for death, I stand in for me. It's necessary
to see that I'm a copy of me in the picture;
it's not a self-portrait as an introspective
device, in a historical sense anyway. When
I was studying theory, my initial thesis was
on the depiction of self in contemporary
photography, so that led me onto the ideas
behind the strategy of placing oneself in
the picture frame. To think of the self as a
solid, quantifiable thing is impossible; it's
shifting and changing and it's been done
over and over again throughout history. But
it's quite funny to try and attempt it anyway,

Todd McMillan Oh Captain, my Captain (dead albatross) 2005, c-type print, 120 x 90cm

Todd McMillan Going to see a man about a dog 2005, c-type print, 120 x 90cm

by placing yourself in the picture, knowing
that you've set up this fib, where people
are going to ask 'is that him?'
CL: Do you see photography and film as
the most honest art forms?
TM: Actually I would say the absolute
opposite. I think that's the reason I have
such a love-hate relationship with both;
initially with photography, and then film,
and now again photography. There's
actually a mistrust of the medium and its
lack of authenticity that I am drawn to.
A painting may be a sincere gesture, but
I have no interest in that. For example,
in literature for you to actually believe
in the author and have a reliable source
of information is imperative in terms of
historical studies. One of my big influences
is Georges Perec, who in Wor Memory of
a Childhood wrote this narrative of his life
as a young French Jew living in occupied
Paris. There's a scene where he's being
hidden away by his aunty and he recalls
wearing a sling and having a broken arm,
but then there is a footnote in which he
says something like 'I never broke my arm,
and I didn't meet my aunty until I was 24,
so I don't know where that memory comes
from'. So there's this idea that he disables
himself as a truth sayer. I find that so much
more fascinating because straight off you
can't believe anything he says, but that
impels you to listen more and more.
I think that's my attraction to photography.
Documentary photography and
documentary filmmaking I don't like, at
least for myself. I have no compulsion to
take a camera out into the street and take
photographs of things. For my practice, it's
a very controlled situation stating meanings
that are present. There should be no
element of chance involved. In O Captain
my Captain (dead albatross) (2005) I appear
to have shot an albatross, which is clearly
artifice. It's made out of papier-mache
with huge legs and it's wrong, and yet the

suggestion is there—I'm leaning forward
and seem dejected. The image conveys
this sense that I've done something I know
to be wrong and now I'm going to have
to pay the consequences. I appear to be
walking into the distance, but there is only
the end of the studio and I can't walk any
further. There's this seemingly sincere
emotion, and yet there can be no truth to
it. It's the idea that with this set-up I cannot
tell the truth, and that really attracts me to
it. It's my way of being able to write a story
that I would never be able to otherwise.
CL: Your work seems to question or even
endorse certain ideologies; the tortured
poet, the hopeless romantic, the artist as
hero, or fallen hero—are these character
types you feel aligned with?
TM: There is a statement which I keep
returning to in relation to that question
which sits right at the base of my work;
'testaments of an idealist betrayed'.
I look up to Henry David Thoreau, to
Caspar David Friedrich, to Samuel Taylor
Coleridge, to Dostoyevsky, to these writers
and artists with their 'strong sorrow', their
'big male melancholy', but in the end it all
seems like a bit of a joke. Ideally, I want to
feel real sorrow and give off true emotion,
but at the same time I don't believe in it.
My work becomes this testament of an
idealist betrayed. Also what I'm doing is
lampooning what I love—I'm not looking at
them as actual human figures, but as ideas.
To say 'Nick Drake' is not, to me, a man
made of flesh and bone but a name with an
emotional resonance and conceptual value.
These are entities that I love, but the only
way I'm going to make sense of them is
to make fun of them, that's the way I learn
and remember; to make jokes.
That's why I love the comedy of Woody
Allen, because he frets over these
existential questions of the meaning of life
and the location of religion, sex and love.
He's the perfect pathetic little example
of the over-thinker. It's not heroic, it's
9

annoying and pathetic and scratchy; and
that's what I find so funny
CL: Would you say there is much room for
hope in your work or in the world at large?
TM: I don't think any of my work has much
to say about the world at large.
CL: I think you're underselling it. To me
they seem like sketches of the human
condition.
TM: For me, every work is a performance;
it's a fiction. I don't want to dictate anything
to anybody. As far as hope is concerned,
it's like someone in a broken relationship
who keeps going back and keeps hoping
it will work itself out because we're all
living with this idea of love. So there is
definitely a sense of hope in my work but
it's a resigned hope. For instance, Going
to see a man about a dog (2005), with Tony

Schwensen, is very much about hope.
I borrowed Tony, whom I see as a very
important Australian artist and I admire
quite a lot, and adopted his iconic shorts,
and his stance and got him to stand next
to me as if to 'show me the way'. The title
of this work is something my Dad always
used to say to me when he was going on
business. I would be sitting in the car with
this anticipation, genuinely thinking I was
going to get a dog! In this photograph, I
look to Tony for guidance, but it's just the
backdrop of the studio, it is what it is; and
this is what it's like to make art.
CL: You've mentioned before having a
problem with the word 'appropriation'.
How do you see your resulting artworks
in relation to the original artefact or
reference?
TM: Appropriation was a real buzzword
and a legitimate strategy in the late eighties
when everyone lived by post-modernism,
but it used irony to shift its initial meaning
to something else. For me that's too tight
an equation. I will use a reference in a work
like a line remembered from a song, like
an arrow pointing to where you're going
and where you've come from. The works
that come closest to appropriation for me
are A Forest (2005) or By the Sea (2004)
where I've adapted Friedrich's Monk by the
Sea, but I've done that for the sensation
of recalling the original reference. It's more
about the effect of seeing me in pain in the
same stance as Friedrich's monk, against
that beautiful, horrific, existential vista.
CL: Do you think of works as you read,
how does your work evolve?
TM: I'll reduce. I'll read a book, and I'll get
an image from the ideas behind it. I'll write
a note and bring it down and down until
there is a sentence which sums up the
image I have, it's a process of distillation.

Todd McMillan Walden (where I lived and what I
did) 2005, c-type print, 120 x 90cm
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CL: What do you want people to learn
from your images? Is your interest in the
footnote or the figure?
TM: It's a really great question. Although
I'm there in these works as a figure, the
footnote disqualifies me as a real person. I
really want the footnote to make the work
complete but also to make my existence
disappear. By putting myself in, I can make
the initial painting disappear, some people
might now see Monk by the Sea, and see
me instead of the monk and I like that dual
action of disappearance. The notion of the
figure and the footnote is not something
I've thought about before but it's a beautiful
idea, and a lot of my work has been
interested in the notion of disappearance.
I like the idea that the authentic gesture
is killed and taken away by the fact that it
is footnoted, making it less real but also
substantiating my presence.
CL: Do you think there's enough humour
in art, and do private jokes count?

years, but your endurance work spares
the public the gore and explicit pain of a
typical Parr performance, you're causing
yourself pain and not the viewer.
TM: Absolutely. I'm not a performance
artist in the way that anyone has to endure
it with me although I'm doing it with the
viewer in mind. People won't watch for
forty-eight hours. I did a work called No
Visible Peculiarities with Kate Mitchell
where she walked around Gallery Wren
writing on the wall and I followed closely
behind her, erasing what she wrote as
she wrote it. That was my first and only
live performance, I wouldn't do it again, I
didn't like that people had to experience
the performance first hand, and think about
whether this was an interesting event or
not. The video gets it across in a tidier and
more meaningful way. Beauty is always
mixed in with melancholy, which is why I
make work that looks beautiful, so it gives
someone the chance to contemplate it
uninterrupted.
CL: How about originality, how do you
achieve that in your work?

TM: No I don't think there is enough, but
most artists are not funny people! When
you think of humour in art, I immediately
think of Richard Prince who just paints
jokes, and I can think of no better work
than that. The idea of a joke encapsulates
human experience so much more than
an expressionistic depiction of sorrow,
because it contains the reflexive human
response. When faced with great sorrow
you either fall further, or you enter a
ridiculous place and deal with it by making
a farce out of it, an unselfish response I
think. That's why I love the work of Bruce
Nauman, his failure in exercises as 'an
artist' in his studio, walking in circles,
attempting to levitate from a chair, make
a comedy of his lot in life, which becomes
beautiful, sad and very funny—a perfect
articulation of what it is to be alive.

TM: I think it's pointless to try and be
original, in art and in life. I come to my
practice with a lot of books and other
people's ideas. It's not possible to be
unique, but it's not possible to be generic.
We are human beings, we are original and
yet we are not, it's a wonderful schism,
we want to relate to people, to love and
be loved, to be in union with someone,
and yet we want to be individual. Rather
than try and solve that problem, that's
the angle I come from with my work, the
impossibility of depicting a new conceptual
idea. My work has been described as postconceptual, which is funny to me; as a
theory it was an after thought, and my work
too is an afterthought on life really.

CL: You've talked before about Mike
Parr being a hero during your teenage

February 2006.
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The Untitled Library Book Remix Project
Soda_Jerk

In 1977 Cindy Sherman made a series of black and white photographs called Untitled
Film Stills. We all know the ones.
In 1997 Cindy Sherman wrote and directed her first feature film, Office Killer, starring
eighties teen dream Molly Ringwald. You might not know the one because, among other
things, it's a bit of a stinker.
In 2003 we set out to mash these two strands of Cindy Sherman's practice—her faked
film stills and her real ones. This was The Untitled Library Book Remix Project.

CFA779/SHE/lA(insert on l e f t )
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A DIY Guide to The Untitled Library Book Remix Project:
1) Rent Office Killer from the video store.
2) Make black and white stills of the film by photographing the television set as the video
is playing.
3) From these photos, select the images where Molly is alone/looks like Cindy/is
channelling the 'Untitled Film Still' vibe.
4) Borrow books on Cindy Sherman from your art school's library.
5) Insert your Office K///er film stills into the library books, pasting them over images of her
original Untitled Film Stills. Be careful to format the photos to the appropriate size, and
colour-match the paper and the print with those of the book.
6) Return the remixed books to the library so some unsuspecting art school kid can
describe your images in their obligatory end-of-session Cindy Sherman essay.

CFA779/SHE/9(inserts far left and far right)
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CFA779/SHE/3(insert on left)
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CFA779/SHE/7(insert on right)
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Three of these logos belong to artists' projects. One of them
belongs to a supermarket chain.
Adam Jasper
Over the last five years there has been a
profusion of artists' projects that parody
or play on the idea of the supermarket as
a model for their practice. The activities
NUCA (Network of Uncollectable Artists),
supermart, Topshop and newlshop
provides enough evidence to argue that
there is something afoot. Take Sydney
based duo Kat Barron and Lara Thorns
(Spat&Loogie), who opened their hyperreal mini-mart installation, newlshop,
in Melbourne as part of the Next Wave
Festival, revealing a new strategy for artists
engaging with that lowest of all churches
consecrated to consumer capitalism.1
So why supermarkets? The simple, vivid
brands of supermarket signage, dominated
by warm primary colours—reds and
yellows—are familiar and unpretentious.
Their layout—shopping trolley, aisle and
checkout—stands for an undisguised
consumerism, frank and disarming, almost
Utopian.
Supermarkets are universal. We all go to
them, we all know what to expect from
them, and the products, in spite of the
deafeningly bright boxes that they come in
are, for the most part, unremarkable and
predictable. Each box of laundry powder
on the shelf is relatively indistinguishable
from its neighbour.
It is unclear, however, why supermarkets
(rather than, for instance, barber's shops
or dental practices) present such an
irresistible attraction for contemporary art
practice. Is it the appeal of cheapness, the
mild humour derived from the crappiness
of displays that fits right into the DIY
aesthetic of artists' projects? Could it all
just be about irony; about supermarkets,
with their wire trays and red spot discounts
being so clearly not super?
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In the sixties, George Maciunas collected
ideas from other Fluxus artists and, like a
one man factory, laboriously built objects
and sold them in a New York shopfront for
a couple of dollars apiece. The artworks
were priced so cheaply they became
effectively uncollectable. By pricing the
artwork in the category of 'worthless'
rather than 'precious', he peddled not the
object but the idea. Yet, being handmade,
they weren't identical to each other in
the way that real supermarket products
are. They were unique pieces imperfectly
made in sequence, playfully emulating
the impersonal perfection of the machinemade artifact.
Galleries normally exploit the singularity
and uniqueness of artworks to generate the
sense of exclusivity necessary to push up
prices. Maciunas took the opposite t a c k to make uniqueness seem like frailty, so
that the Fluxus multiples had an endearing
air of being wounded, in comparison to
the pristine order of real mass-produced
goods. It is this Fluxus commentary on
the art market that is implicitly taken up by
projects like supermart and Topshop.
Supermart's 2004 online catalogue2
includes products such as sausages
knitted by starving artists and kinetically
bent cutlery, as well as other people's
shopping lists and a collection of stolen
cigarette lighters. The joy of the sausages
lies in the fact that knitting takes time.
Real supermarket sausages are produced
so rapidly that they have that timeless,
Birth of Venus quality about them. Knitted
sausages seem, in contrast, rank with
memories and invested labour. In the same
way, other people's shopping lists are
wonderful because, even if they are just
short lists of predictable words, they are
insanely personal. Because the artists are

newlshop-sk,
from Perth, everyone ignores Supermart,
but they're still a going concern and will be
exhibiting again this year.
Topshop3, a project of Ulrike Bruckner
and Sabine Meyer, was a temporary
supermarket constructed in a defunct
two-dollar shop in the former East Berlin.
The wares were laid out with the same
democratic abandon that visitors to ALDI
will be familiar with. Customers could
purchase Yakuza Slippers (made of
concrete), manifestos, or holiday memory
generators. Or they could just copy the
ideas—a photocopier was made available
in the exhibition space for precisely that
purpose. In an age of Original Coke™ and
Converse Originals™, one logical path
of resistance is just choosing not to be
original anymore. Continual innovation, that
determining feature of the avant-garde,
collapses (in the vocabulary of consumer
capitalism) into mere novelty. Peter
Burger's argument in Theory of the AvantGarde* was that while dadaism, surrealism
and constructivism might have presented
a genuine critique of the institutional
structures of art, trying to be new in the
same way leads irrevocably to the reinstitutionalisation and commodification of
that critique.5
Topshop entered into a dialogue with the
problems of originality, the pretensions of
gallery spaces, and the spurious separation
between the utilitarian and the cultural
marketplaces. Some artworks in the
exhibition dealt with the problem explicitly.
Christian Romed-Holthaus, for instance,
sold his artworks—small, egg shaped
concrete sculptures—by weight, as if they
were fruit. His work then became not so
much about the objects, but about the act
of selling—the ultimate tertiary good—as if
it were primary produce.

In contrast, newlshop takes the focus
of its interrogation away from the
commodification of art and back onto
the supermarket itself, highlighting the
distortions of space and time that these
seemingly guileless and rudimentary
organisations inflict on their customers.
Unlike Topshop or Supermart, newlshop
is a performance-based piece where
shopping is encouraged but buying is not,
and it is impossible to take your products
home with you.
newlshop encourages the visitor (in the
role of customer), to wander through the
exhibition space and select from a range
of products, and physically collect them in
a shopping basket. The products exhibit
a humour that ranges from jaunty to
caustic. Gingerbread hearts, representing
irrational desires in an edible format, are
stacked not far from a rack of Prozac™
bottles emblazoned with questions used
by psychiatrists to diagnose depression ('I
find it easy to do the things I sometimes
used to do: not often/sometimes/all the
time', 'I'm restless and can't keep still'). In
the ideological hygiene aisle, consumers
can find moustaches (for women in need
of some ersatz masculinity) and selfcongratulatory trophies for those whose
main achievement has been to conform.
All the while, Kat Barron, resplendent
in a service industry uniform, stacks an
unsteady display in the corner of the
supermarket until it distressingly collapses,
and she begins again. It's a Sisyphean task
reminiscent of Mierle Laderman Ukeles'
floor-scrubbing works, a declaration that
maintenance is also art.
The 'products' can be taken to a friendly
point-of-sale operator (read: checkout
17

chick) who scans the barcodes and prints
out a receipt with your resulting 'consumer
destiny'—part horoscope, part marketing
profile. The receipt is all you get to keep,
partly because actually selling their
products would cross the line between
parodying the abject acquisitiveness that
supermarkets inspire, and participating in
it.
newlshop isn't so much an exhibition
of objects as a piece of theatre in
which audience members are welcome
to interact. It's true that visitors are
constrained to the supporting role of
shoppers, and in the end what they put
into their baskets is arbitrary—but then,

that's quite like going to a real supermarket
anyway. In fact, newlshop works pretty
well as an analogy for consumer capitalism
in general—a space in which we are all
free to make choices, as long as they are
meaningless ones.

1. See www.spatnloogie.com
2. supermart.com.au/listperth04.htm
3. www.topshop-berlin.de
4. Peter Burger, Theory of the avant-garde
translation by Michael Shaw (University of
Minnesota Press, c1984)
5. For instance, in political imagery the process
from protest banner to Che Guevara t-shirt to
Magnum Cherry Guevara™ ice-cream provides a
particularly blatant example of how protest can be
metabolised, but the process for the arts is more
or less the same.

Spat&Loogie newlshop 2006. Performative installation, North Melbourne Meat Market, Next Wave Festival
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Spat&Loogie newlshop 2006. Performative installation, North Melbourne Meat Market, Next Wave Festival
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Saturn Return
Sara Oscar
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H
Kenzee Patterson

An 'H' grade graphite pencil sharpened down to a point at both ends, so all that remains are two wooden
cone-shaped tips at either end.
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'H' grade graphite pencil on Schoellershammer 4G paper. Drawn by Catherine Wardrop, Botanical
Illustrator at the Royal Botanic Gardens Sydney (The National Herbarium).
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PhotoCopy
Tanya Peterson

Mimicry
'Hello. I'm Mr. Ed.
A horse is a horse, of course, of course;
And no one can talk to a horse, of course;
That is, of course, unless the horse is
The FAMOUS MR. ED!'1
Tautology
/ Am a Photographer
'A photograph can be nothing else but a
photograph.
We cannot define it as a counterfeit of reality—
or even a reflection of reality.
It remains, simply and inevitably, a photograph.
Reality is just one element in the process of
taking a photograph.'2

1. Ray Evans and Jay Livingston, Mr. Ed theme song (1st verse),
http://www.geocities.com/rickanddarvagossip/mr_ed_songs.html (accessed 25/7/05).
2. Ansel Adams, 'I Am a Photographer,' in The Camera Viewed vol. 2, 36. New York: E.R Dutton, 1979.
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Autonomy
Biosphere 2 was built in the early 1990s and situated in
Arizona's Santa Catalina Mountains. It was to be a selfsufficient, airtight replica of the Earth's atmosphere in which
to test the sustainability of a closed ecosystem. Eight people
were hermetically sealed in the structure for two years. At
the time, I remember stories circulating in the press about
pizzas being secretly slipped to the crew through a tear in the
structure.
Codependence
A sign was recently placed on the automatic doors at
the Stamford Plaza, Double Bay: 'Dear Guests, This
door is temporay [sic] out of door. We apologize for any
inconvenience. Management.' Sometimes I think about the
possibility of a photograph being out of photograph. I imagine
that the photographic element of an image is broken or has
somehow passed its expiration date, like the faded shopfront
signs of stores that are no longer in business. On the other
hand, perhaps the problem lies with us. Maybe there's a
perceptual rip in our view of the medium. Either way, I get the
feeling it's not a temporary condition for photography. (How do
you fix a broken photograph?)
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Equivalence
There's a driveway in my neighbourhood that's carpeted with
AstroTurf. Sometimes I walk across it on my way home to test
its appearance. Generally, grass is said to have a similar tonal
value to the grey cards used for light balancing photographic
exposures. Maybe simulated grass is a more appropriate light
measure for today's photography.
Difference
Outside a shopfront I often pass, there's a plant in an ornate
pot. The small laminated notice, which sits on the wall
adjacent to the plant, says, 'This is not an ashtray. Thankyou.'
Sun without shadows
Photogenic light doesn't cast shadows.
Cast
I used to think that painting an empty room in neutral grey
was one way to create a perfect photographic space. Now
I think you'd paint it white. Maybe that's how you cast
something that doesn't have a shadow.
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Towards A Unified Theory of Everything
The Art Life

We had this thought that something was
happening in contemporary art. Describing
it is like chasing a mirage—the closer
you get, the more it evaporates—yet we
kept seeing it in galleries at home and
overseas and wanted to articulate it. This
thing that is happening, we're pretty sure
(and at the risk of appearing as completely
unreconstructed Modernists) is in an
unexpected area. But before we can
explain it, we need to take a quick detour
back over the last few decades.
The arc of contemporary art since the
1970s saw an increase in the framing by
artists of their practices as 'projects'. The
1980s Australian generation of 'conceptual
painters'—artists such as John Young,
Lindy Lee and A.D.S. Donaldson—sought
a critical context for image making within
the history of painting and contemporary
art theory. An artist's practice was not so
much about the work itself—the aesthetic
nature of the object—but the way in which
the object negotiated its phenomenological
complexity within, and outside of, the
context of art. Of course, painting was not
the only form in the 1980s to be lassoed
into 'the project of postmodernism' —
photography, film and video were all part

Nigel Milsom Untitled (Twin Bedroom) 2005, ink,
graphite, gouache on matte board, 65cm x 90cm.
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of the artist's arsenal for interrogating the
nature of the image—but the decade was
significant for the rehabilitation of painting
as a critical practice.
While contemporary art in the 1970s
was largely a conceptually based, nonobject oriented avant-garde concerned
with process, the move towards objects
was significant. The art of the 1980s was
ironically smooth, frictionless, cool, art
historical, referential and international in
aspiration. It is easy to forget what a huge
change this approach brought and just as
easy to forget how it became passe. The
arrival of Grunge in the early 90s articulated
a tendency among artists such as Adam
Cullen, Hany Armanious and Mikala
Dwyer towards a combination of NeoExpressionism and Arte Povera that was
strategically transgressive, rough, defiantly
parochial and oxymoronically subjective.
Grunge was a paradigm shift away from
the approaches of the artists of the 1980s,
aesthetically if not philosophically. It was
also essentially a sculptural practice that
eschewed what had become—courtesy
of the 1980s painters—an art scene
dominated by superficially beautiful
objects.
These two strands of contemporary
art practice—the smooth and sleek
descendents of Postmodernist art-making
and the rough and ready Grunge messmakers—are still the most pervasive
in the Sydney art scene. In artist-run
galleries you can find many examples of a
highly conceptualised form of art making
sitting alongside willfully subjective, faux
expressionism. In September 2005 for
example, Firstdraft had several shows
running concurrently: Dinner with Hopp by
Matthew Hopkins, Tough Nuggets by Vicki

Papageorgopoulos and Ella Barclay, and
. the group show MFD with Adam Norton,
Kyle Jenkins, Ron Adams, Manya Ginori,
Anna Peters and Reuben Keehan. Hopkins'
work utilised chewing gum arranged
on paper plates. Papageorgopoulos
and Barclay's extensive installation
incorporated toilet paper, crude cutouts, a
video projector, bathroom vanity units, and
gold leaf covered objects reminiscent of
giant elongated turds. In complete contrast,
MFD was a show of highly aesthetic and
minimal pieces ranging from Reuben
Keehan's white canvas called Bibliography
of a Painting (It's Your Move Comrades!)
to Kyle Jenkins' sliced canvas. On the
one hand, you had an anarchistic antiaesthetic of digestion and mastication; on
the other the cooler climes of an ironically
self-aware pop avant-garde, mining the
history of art. These contrasting shows are
just one example of what is a very common
experience for visitors to Sydney's artistrun spaces. There have been many other
similarly divergent shows in the past year:
Halinka Orszulok's show of photorealistic
oil paintings called Unhomely next to
Cash Brown and Adam Cullen's found
object waterfall sculpture called Special
Affects at MOP Projects, or Nigel Milsom's
muscular, expressionist paintings exhibition
Vaseline/Gasoline next to Ken Yonetani's
Underwater, an exhibition of pristine and
painstakingly constructed sugar sculptures
at Phatspace.
Over the past two years, as the Art Life
team has made its way around Sydney's
galleries, we have begun to notice a
significant shift. The causes of this shift are
hard to pin down. It may be as simple as
the ripple effect of a different generation of
artists making its presence felt, or perhaps
we are detecting the influence of particular
art schools on recent graduates, but much
to our amazement there is a definable
'something' happening in art-making. Given
the lock hold of the two approaches we
outlined above, it shouldn't exist, and yet it

Ella Barclay & Vicki Papageorgopoulos Tough
Nuggets 2005, installation detail, Firstdraft, Sydney.

does, and it has come in a most surprising
area: painting. There are two identifiable
styles. For the sake of expediency, let's call
one style New Irrealism and the other Ironic
Expressionism.
The New Irrealism is based in a loose,
pictorial figurative painting style that often
utilises simple colours, naive elements,

Ella Barclay & Vicki Papageorgopoulos Tough
Nuggets 2005, installation view, Firstdraft, Sydney.

wildly disparate artists such as Martin
Kippenberger, Lisa Yuskavage, Neo Rauch
and Manfredi Beninati, but we're inclined
to think that it has roots in Australia as well,
drawing a loose stylistic affiliation from the
work of Noel McKenna and Jenny Watson.
Interestingly, the practitioners of this style
of painting in Sydney tend to be women.

Marisa Purcell clearance 2005/6, oil on linen,
150 x120 cm

drawing, appropriated images, frequently
featuring scenes of nature coupled with
symbolic elements. A recent show featuring
the work of Marisa Purcell called Slowly,
Slowly at Kudos Gallery was a perfect
example. Purcell's paintings mixed gestural
washes of colour—purples, greens and
greys—with simple elements inked over
the top, dots and lines forming the shapes
of trees and branches, bells, and fleeting
images of furtive nature. Alongside recent
shows by Nell (at Roslyn Oxley9), Sally
Ross and Seraphine Pick (both at Kaliman)
Michelle Hanlin (in Rectangular Ghost,
also at Oxley), not to mention the line up
of paintings selected by Mike Parr for the
2005 Sulman Prize, it is clear this approach
to painting is a significant development.
The paintings made by these artists draw
on a colloquial style of image-making that
appears in many respects to be naive but
is nevertheless highly sophisticated and
calculating. Hanlin's work in Rectangular
Ghost, for example, was a series of
contemporary heraldic crests painted in
soft pastel colours. Irrealism also seems to
be an international style and could connect
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Ironic Expressionism is the name we've
given to another stylistic surge in recent
painting; but where the New Irrealism
tends to be made by women, the Ironic
Expressionists are all men. These artists
appear to be acutely aware of the
masculine imperative of both American
and European neo-expressionism, their
work recalling painters such as Frank
Auerbach, Georg Baselitz, Julian Schnabel
and Anselm Kiefer. Where the painters
of the New Irrealism have a distinctly
non-confrontational, low-key approach
to making images, these young Sydney
painters conjure up the ghosts of capital
P painting. Recent exhibitions by Nigel
Milsom, such as the group show Stars
of Track And Field last summer and solo
outings such as Vaseline/Gasoline, chart
an acutely self-aware artist whose subject
is that self-awareness. Milsom's work
involves a shifting set of approaches,
ranging from scribbly drawing to pattern
painting to faux Grunge realism, while
painters such as Ben Quilty and Craig
Waddell use large amounts of paint to
invoke, in equal parts, the Wedderbum
painters and the European expressionists
with a subject matter that is distinctly
urban. We'd also include Todd Hunter in
the Ironic Expressionists, an artist who
invokes another equally unfashionable
painter, Francis Bacon. It might be a
little difficult to detect high-grade irony
within Hunter's paintings, but considered
alongside the likes of Quilty, Waddell and
Milsom, there's an undeniable continuity.
Some might argue that what we've
described here is just the most recent

manifestation of the endless tussle
between abstraction and figuration, or an
artist's conceptualised practice versus
the expressionistic impulse. This may be
partly true, but both of the styles we've

described here are characterised by
acute self-awareness. The appearance of
New Irrealism and Ironic Expressionism
is difference enough to mark a shift in
contemporary art.

Reuben Keehan Bibliography for a painting (it's your move, comrades!) 2005, acrylic on canvas,
laser prints on paper, dimensions variable. Photo: Manya Ginori
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Interludes in motion
James Steele

Curated by Sarah Rawlings, HERE was
a program of three one-night events at
Firstdraft Gallery exploring the idea of the
moment through performance. After the
performances were over, the detritus was
left for viewers to contemplate what they
had just witnessed. These experimental
explorations of materials, time and nonpermanence by artists Brian Fuata, Koji
Ryui, Huseyin Sami, Shane Haseman and
The Experimental Dance Workshop (EDW)
questioned the nature of private and public
through their temporary transformations of
the space.
HERE began with performances by Koji
Ryui and Huseyin Sami to an enthusiastic
crowd open to the possibilities of both
works. Upon entering the gallery visitors
were engulfed by the smell of warm pide, a
Turkish bread traditionally made by women.
Sami's family mixed and kneaded pide
dough (a material reminiscent of the artist's
sculptural acrylic works), in a production
line that included the artist. The dough was
then baked on a large hotplate, and the
room was cordoned off by a table offering
the finished pide. This hive of activity was
a look into a private world where Sami and
his family play alchemists, transforming

Huseyin Sami Pide 2005, Performance.
Photo: Sarah Cashman

a common material into a basic food
staple, commenting on habitus, issues of
community and cultural identity.
Koji Ryui's work was introduced by a
framed portrait of the artist with his
head covered by a white cardboard box.
Reminiscent of a Dr Who android, Ryui
himself was seated nearby at an Ikea table,
sporting the same attire as in the picture,
waiting for visitors to sit for portraits in
which the only investigative interaction
was through touch. His exploration of
the contours of each individual's face
solely with the use of his hands subverted
the disjointedness and complacency
of contemporary human interaction.
Each resulting coloured pencil drawing
was informed by touch and memory as
opposed to visual observation.
HERE continued the following week with
a trio of sublime performances by Brian
Fuata that seemingly led the viewer on
a mediated journey through selected
narratives of a personal journal. From
Woy Woy to Infinity offered an insight
into the menial job of a sandwich hand;
text was written on the wall and then

Brian Fuata An Artist's Biography 2005, Performance Photo: Peter Volich
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washed off as the last word was written.
An Artist's Biography completed the series
with a ballerina-like figure slowly picking
at a sandwich, while the biography of
a dancer—including all the bruises of
achievement and disappointment, love
and its demise—was inscribed across
the wall, and then wiped away by Fuata,
becoming a fleeting memory as the dirty
water dripped down the wall and the letters
slowly disappeared.
Completing this formidable program
was The Experimental Dance Workshop
(EDW), performing Statue Dance: The
Trajectories of the Primaries, a compellingly
absurd movement piece. Mirroring the
childhood game of 'Grandmother's
Footsteps' or 'Statues', the performance
referenced Bauhaus theatre and dance.

The movements of the performers (one
of whom was dressed as an eighteenthcentury naval captain, the others in primary
colours) and the discordant, experimental
music articulated the spatial possibilities of
the gallery's architecture.
HERE presented an astutely selected group
of artists whose personal, confronting and
self-effacing performances provided an
opportunity for the audience to revisit and
reconfigure their perception of the nature
of performance and its place in the white
cube.

HERE was curated by Sarah Rawlings and
presented by Terminus Projects as part of
Firstdraft's emerging curator program in
November 2005.

Koji Ryui The First Draft 2005, Performance. Photo: Sarah Cashman
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Soft Stack
Will & Luca
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Grade VI Climb of the North Face (with Ice Gully Variation)
Kuba Dorabialski

Clint Eastwood turns 76 this year.
Clint Eastwood and my father look alike.
They're essentially copies of one another.
My father was born in 1954.
In 1954, Ernest Hemingway received the
Nobel Prize for literature.
Prior to being awarded the Nobel Prize,
Hemingway survived two separate plane
crashes. In one of these accidents, one of
his injuries was paralysis of the sphincter.
Presumably, following this misfortune,
Hemingway had difficulty with shitting, or
more specifically, with not shitting.
The word 'shit' is believed to come from
the Old English word scitan, the noun of
which issc/ffe, meaning 'purging'. Closely
related to the word 'shed', in the sense
that excrement is something that is shed or
separated from the body. (Indeed, the Latin
excrementum means 'to separate'.)
Joyce's Ulysses, which is liberally sprinkled
with the word shit (as distinct from being
liberally sprinkled with shit itself), was the
subject of a groundbreaking obscenity trial
in 1933. In the trial, United States v. One
Book Called Ulysses, it was ruled that the
novel was not obscene and was allowed to
be imported to the US.
One of the judges in the trial was a certain
Augustus Noble Hand. His cousin was also
a famous judge with a great name: Learned
Hand.
The month of August derives its name from
the Roman Emperor Augustus. Prior to his
reign, the month was known as Sextilis.
It was the sixth month of the Roman
calendar.

Another obsolete calendar is the Soviet
Revolutionary Calendar. It was in use
from 1929 to 1940. In it, all months had
30 days with the surplus 5 days being
carried forward and used up as holidays
in between the months proper. Lenin also
put in place a five-day week system with
rotating days of rest that fell on different
days of the week depending on which
worker colour group you were put in (either
pink, yellow, green, purple or red).
I fell madly in love with a Russian exchange
student once. When I was fourteen. She
was quiet and nice enough and looked
on the other students with contempt and
called me a philistine when I told her I'd
never read any Chekhov. In my time I've
also fallen in love with German exchange
students, Belgian exchange students and
Czech exchange students. There was once
a South African exchange student but I
never loved her.
There exists an eternal debate between
the Russians and the Poles over who
invented vodka. Most historians agree that
the beverage is Russian in origin although
written documents mention vodka in Polish
registries as far back as 1405, compared
to the earliest records in Russia from 1751.
There is also evidence that suggests that
vodka existed among the pre-Muhammad
Arabic peoples. Today Japan, Finland,
Norway, the US, New Zealand and many
other countries make Vodka. In Germany
there is a brand of vodka named Rasputin.
German Europop band Boney M recorded
a song about Rasputin in 1978. Entitled
Ra-Ra-Rasputin (Russia's Greatest
Love Machine) it appeared on the very
successful Nightflight to Venus LP. The
sonq opens with the verse:
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There lived a certain man
in Russia long ago
He was big and strong,
in his eyes a flaming glow
Most people looked at him
with terror and with fear
But to Moscow chicks
he was such a lovely dear
He could preach the bible
like a preacher
Full of ecstasy and fire
But he also was the kind of teacher
Women would desire
Boney M's founder and producer, Frank
Farian (born Franz Reuther) went on to
create Milli Vanilli.
Milli Vanilli are famous for the scandal they
caused back in the early nineties when
it was revealed that the two front men,
Fabrice Morvan and Rob Pilatus weren't
responsible for the vocals on their records,
video clips and concerts. The band's name,
in part, comes from the Turkish word for
'national'. Presumably, before they visited
Turkey, they were called National Vanilli or
else, just plain Vanilli.
Swedish Vikings visited Constantinople on
various occasions in the final centuries of
the first millennium. Rather than sail out
through the Baltic into the Atlantic and
around Spain into the Mediterranean and
on through to Asia Minor by way of the
Black Sea, those crazy fucks sailed down
through Poland along the Vistula. They
dismantled their boats when they reached
the Tatra Mountains and carried their
dismantled ships and all their belongings
through the Carpathians and down into the
Ukraine. They rebuilt their boats, loaded up
and sailed down the Dniester into the Black
Sea. There, they graffitied the Hagia Sofia,
ate Kebabs and took the same long road
home.
A childhood friend of mine had a very
persistent habit of copying me in anything
1 would do. He would get a Voltron
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toy when I got one, he would take up
photography when 1 got a camera, and
buy a skateboard when I got one for my
birthday. When I began tagging and buying
graffiti magazines, he went one better and
got arrested for spray-painting a Westfield
car park. When I developed a curious
predilection for straw pith helmets, I'll be
damned if that sonofabitch didn't start
walking around in one too. When we were
a little older but still definitely on the short
side of adolescence, we decided to go to a
Public Enemy concert. Perfectly timed with
my mother's insistence that I be bought
some new clothes, I managed to score a
pretty dope outfit for the occasion. Forest
green denim overalls, a pair of Dr Jay
Nikes sans laces and a black baseball cap.
Indeed, it would take a nation of millions
to hold me back. On the night, my friend's
mum came around to pick me up and drive
us out to Moore Park and lo and behold,
that little cretin was wearing the same
green overalls and the same lace-less
sneakers. I swear I momentarily blacked
out when I opened the car door and saw
him sitting there in the back of his mum's
car dressed as I was, grinning like a retard
and sipping on a Fanta.
'Look, different hats!' he points out proudly.
And in all truth, he did indeed have an
Oakland Raiders hat, in contrast to mine,
which suggested I was a supporter of the
Pittsburgh Pirates.
Halfway through a S1W dance routine, a
group of teenagers approached us and one
of them says, 'How cute; matching outfits.'
My friend, in a rare moment of audacity,
replies, 'How cute; same mum,' as was
the custom of the time. One two three, the
boys roll us for our caps and shoes and we
enjoyed the rest of the concert barefoot
and in overalls looking like a misplaced
Tom Sawyer and Huckleberry Finn.
A Pickelhaube (literally, 'point-bonnet') is a
once popular 19th century military helmet
worn by German infantry. Originally worn
by the Prussians under King Friedrich
Wilhelm IV, it was relegated to the role of

ceremonial headwear during the First World
War. Its influence can be seen in the late
19th century French and British pith helmet.
The distinctive spike on the Pickelhaube's
crown is said to be a form of protection
for soldiers from attacking cavalry. I'm not
sure how a five-inch metal spike protected
a soldier from a sword swung from a
charging horse. Perhaps they head butted
their aggressors.
A head butt, although a potentially painful
mode of attack (for both butt-er and
butt-ee) can be an effective self-defence
move if executed correctly. Clench your
teeth, close your mouth, stiffen your neck
muscles and using the space about an inch
above your brow, aim for the bridge of the
opponent's nose. Traditionally, the Inuit are
enthusiastic head butters.
In a little cavern of snow
Glazed inside and out with gloss ice
Little Eskimo boy holds in his hand
Between the knuckles of his hand
His nasty little hand
that smells of salmon roe
A dead or dying finch
And he fingers its wings.
Suddenly, after it's too late though,
He gives it mouth-to-mouth
But instead of a resurrected bird
gets a mouthful of lice
and a sense of moral self loathing.
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Birth marks zine - fan of Ween
Vicki Papageorgopoulos
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One Four, One Four for a Copy
Tsering Frykman-Glen

I must have been 12 or 13 when my sister
got a CB radio. It was due to the influence
of her new best friend, Heather, whose
entire family were CB enthusiasts. I think
my sister must have got it for her birthday,
I don't really remember. One day, Heather's
father came over to deliver and help my
sister set up her CB radio. As he was an
expert, he had offered to find a good one
at the right price, and he set to his task like
a missionary with the prospect of another
conversion; with joy in his heart and a
slightly crazed gleam in his eye. He was a
small cheerful man in his early sixties and
was, as always, dressed as a rockabilly. His
thinning hair was dyed jet black and styled
into an enormous quiff. It must have added
at least ten centimetres to his height, he
bouffed it good. It didn't take him long
to get the CB equipment rigged up, and
as soon as it was all set Heather insisted
on going home so that she and my sister
could talk to each other over the 'waves'.
During this time my sister and I shared a
bedroom, and as the CB radio was set
up there I had no choice but to listen to
my sister chattering away into the night.
It seemed to me that most of these CB
radio people didn't really have much to
talk about, and that it was really just a way
for people to do some safe flirting or for
lonely people to hear other voices. Either
way it seemed a little dull to me. The real
excitement, supposedly, was chatting to
truckers. Only not for too long, as they
could apparently track your signal and just
turn up at your house. I had two thoughts
regarding this theory. Firstly, that it wasn't
true, and secondly, that these people had
watched Convoy a few too many times.
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One of the only CB names or 'handles'
I remember is 'Diamond Dog'. Diamond
Dog was a CB regular who was wheelchair
bound and he used the CB radio airwaves
to meet and talk to friends. He was a big
fan of David Bowie and he talked about
him quite a bit. Later, we found out that
he wasn't really disabled and there was
nothing really wrong with him —he was just
scamming the dole for extra benefits. No
one knew, not even his girlfriend. It wasn't
too surprising he lost most of his friends
when they found out, as he had often
asked them to do things for him like tidy his
garden and move furniture. His girlfriend
even pushed him in a charity walk.
To me, the CB radio world seemed full
of odd people like Diamond Dog and
Heather's family. Just listening in you could
tell. Freaks, geeks, outcasts and loners
just sitting around their CB radios, telling
stories and gossiping about each other
and people they had heard about over the
waves.
My sister soon fell out with Heather and her
family, and got bored of her CB radio and
sold it. Thankfully, I no longer had to lie in
bed at night listening to voices calling out
through the crackling interference 'one four,
one four for a copy'.
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Summer
Max Rubert

Found footage and something about video art
Tania Doropoulos

As an extremely irregular television viewer,
I always love those moments when I
decide to have a flick through the freeto-air stations and happen upon a great
program. A few weeks ago, I had one of
those moments when SBS screened the
French documentary They Filmed the
War in Colour: France is Free! (Rene-Jean
Bouyer, 2005). Essentially a historical
documentary detailing the course of the
German occupation and the subsequent
liberation of France, the film was
composed entirely of found colour footage
drawn from a variety of sources, including
Nazi propaganda footage, home movies,
colour film test footage and everything in
between.
The film employed many of the techniques
of propaganda filmmaking, resulting in a
somewhat one-sided view of the events
depicted. This approach is certainly not
new; in film and in art technicalities of
form are frequently appropriated to create
new histories and alternative realities,
to make political statements and recontextualise world events; presenting an
interpretation of history as truth (like much
of the information we receive via film or
television).
In Australia, the emerging generation of
video artists has the advantage of having
grown up in an age where the technologies
of video production are a common and
easily accessible aspect of everyday life.
Additionally, there are seemingly limitless
sources and influences on which to draw.
From mainstream film and television (in
all its manifestations; global and instant
news broadcasting, MTV and music videos,
advertising, reality TV, flash animation,
webcasts, and so on) to the history of
experimental film and video art itself.
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This generation of video artists has the
ability to work with video as a medium
in a way that older generations of artists
were able to work with more traditional
media, that is unique in the short history
of video art. It is my intention to consider
these circumstances in relation to the
use of found footage, taking examples
from a selection of video projects recently
exhibited in Sydney.
There is, of course, great diversity in the
use of found footage in experimental film
and video art. The NOW Now, a festival of
spontaneous music and film held recently
in Newtown and organised by Clare Cooper
and Clayton Thomas, was a remarkable
event including performances in music,
sound, video and film by more than sixty
artists. The Audiovisual Salon presented
experimental film and video drawn from a
range of movements, periods and genres,
with many using found footage as source
material.
In another event, The Late Sessions, a
night of video art held at Hoyts Megaplex
Cinema on George Street, the use of
found footage was prevalent. The project,
curated by Soda_Jerk as part of the Half
Dozen series, invited emerging video
practitioners to make new video works for
a conventional cinema environment. Of all
the works included, around half utilised
found footage. In an earlier project, The
Remix Suite (curated by Soda_Jerk for
the 2005 Electrofringe festival), the entire
program of twelve videos was developed
from found footage. The finale, Keir Smith's
Oh So Criminal, a montage of 'stolen'
footage and music, critiqued the morality of
audio and video piracy.

Emil Goh's Trailer, one of the videos
featured in The Late Sessions, was a
simple yet poignant work that took an
entire feature length film, Speed, and,
by speeding up the footage, condensed
it into the length of a movie trailer.
When altered to the speed necessary to
condense the film into a few minutes,
the imagery became a crazy collage of
overlapping images, tricking the eye and
confusing the brain. What struck me
when watching Goh's version of the film
was the similarity between the aesthetic
quality of the rapidly moving images to
that of television news broadcasts; an
aesthetic that for me references Virilio's
theories of velocity. Perhaps the most
interesting aspect of the super sped-up
Speed was that certain images seemed,
despite their intense acceleration, almost to
pause, suspended in time; frozen. Certain
fragments of images could be sustained by
the eye and mind of the viewer, appearing
to be in slow motion. Was this simply a
subconscious mechanism of a brain unable
to simultaneously consume every image,
clutching onto a single image to stop itself

Emil Goh Trailer (2006)

from going mad? And if so, was each
audience member's experience unique,
or would the same images be frozen for
everyone watching? How would audience
interpretations of the work have changed if
Goh had used a film no one had seen? This
brings me back to Virilio and the velocity of
images to which we are now exposed. Are
all viewers receiving the same information,
or do quantity and velocity somehow
manifest in the subconscious to provide
every individual with a slightly different take
on the world?
In an interview with Sylvere Lotringer for
Index Magazine, Mike Edison asks:
Mike Edison: One of the ideas you
discuss with Paul Virilio is that, while
McLuhan said, 'the medium is the
message', it's not just the medium
anymore. It's the speed of the medium
that is significant now. Velocity actually
becomes the message.
Sylvere Lotringer: Right. Well, first of
all, McLuhan had a very optimistic
vision of the world. He thought that the
world would become a global village,
that we would all communicate, and

in spite of our differences, that the
medium was going to unite us. But
instead of becoming active, we are all
stuck at home with our telephones, our
computers, our faxes, and the Internet.
We have all these prostheses, as if we
somehow became disabled. We are
prisoners of the technology. And the
medium itself, which is only electronic
transmissions, is also changing us.
ME: How so?
SL: Well, it does something to us, in the
sense that we can have access to the
whole world instantly. But what do we
really access? Images. They may be in
real time now, but what do you know
about the world when you see an image
that is totally uprooted from a given
context, from a given language, from a
given culture? We see only flashes that
we take for reality.
ME: That's true. I could turn on CNN
right now and look at the world news,
but what do I really know?
SL: Exactly. And the images we see
have no staying power—they are
constantly being substituted and
replaced. Instead of bringing us
information and knowledge, the speed
with which they circulate produces an
instant cancellation and forgetting.1

In his paper, Something Close to Nothing:
Appropriation in Australian Experimental
Film and Video of the 1980s2, Adrian Martin
divides the appropriation of images and
sounds in experimental film and video
into two broad categories. In defining the
first, 'critical-realist tradition,' he states,
'Appropriation here is critical in its attitude
and approach, materialist in its politics
and philosophy. Such art proceeds via
excision and insertion, cut and paste, by
juxtaposition, contradiction, counterpoint,
and above all montage.' When I thought
about this category in relation to video art
I had recently seen, I instantly came back
to Martin Sastre, a Uruguayan video artist
who exhibited at Artspace last year.
More cost-effective than a full shoot, found
footage is an easily accessible, readymade
material with which to construct video
art. With fast, cut-up editing, artists can
create fluid transitions in a language that is
instantly familiar. By mimicking the format
of the source from which the footage is
'borrowed', a work appears to sustain a
level of authenticity that seems 'true'. It is
precisely this strategy that Sastre employs
in his Iberoamerican Trilogy.
A three-part video project, The
Iberoamerican Trilogy, is an infotainmentinspired, tabloid mocumentary recounting
the history of video art from the perspective

Martin Sastre Part 3 of 'The Iberoamerican Trilogy' Bolivia 3: Confederation Next (2004) video still
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of the future. In Part One - Video Art: The
Iberoamerican Legend (2002), the narrator
introduces us to the history of video art,
beginning with Martin Sastre (aka Videokid)
having the powers of pop bestowed upon
him by Sor Kitty, and travelling to Europe
from Latin America to establish himself in
the European video art market. Sometime
during the 1990s, video art is killed by
Matthew Barney, and the world breaks
out into war (cut to Gulf War footage).
This leads to the demise of Hollywood
and subsequent uprising of Latin artists,
who cash in on the wartime need for
entertainment with b-grade Hollywood
remakes. During this period, 'reality
became the business of an era—the ultrareal era'.
Set in the year 2092, Part Two Montevideo: The Dark Side of The Pop
(2004), takes us back to Montevideo, and
the secret of Martin Sastre's success. A
teenage prodigy, Lenore, is sent to Uruguay
by the European Centre of Intelligence.
Lenore's mission is to unlock Martin's
secret and save the world from video
art. Wandering through the deserted
streets, Lenore discovers that Uruguay
isn't a Latin American country, but the
result of an occidental experiment called
postmodernism, 'and you know what? It
didn't work'.
Part Three - Bolivia 3: Confederation
Next (2004), takes us further into the
future, to the year 2876. Sastre delves
deeper into his obsession with conspiracy
theories by cutting European civil war
footage into scenes from the film Troy, to
depict the world's futile battle for fiction
control. The video begins with an animestyled battle between Martin Sastre and
Matthew Barney, who are representing the
world's major opposing forces. Despite
the apparent demise of a cute, animated
Sastre at the hands of the anime version
of Matthew Barney (as he appears in
Cremaster 3), Sastre ultimately defeats

Barney, proclaiming: 'The difference
between you and me, Barney, is that I can
speak your language, and you can't speak
mine'.

Martin Sastre Part 2 of 'The Iberoamerican Trilogy'
Montevideo: The Dark Side of the Pop (2004) video still

Sastre's videos meticulously combine
found and new footage, photographs,
animation and pirated music to create an
alternative history. He critiques art history,
postmodernism, popular culture, the effects
of war, politics, video art, Hollywood, and
Latin American artists' European ambitions.
Amidst all of this, the artist also manages
to incorporate into the work his own
conspiracy theories relating to celebrities
and the paparazzi, extra-terrestrial life,
and the world in general: an overwhelming
amount of content for a thirty-minute video
project. Sastre executes the work with such
an intelligent use of found footage and the
medium of video, that as a viewer you are
not only captivated, but also thoroughly
entertained.

1. For the full version of this interview, go to http://
www.indexmagazine.com/interviews/sylvere_
lotringer.shtml
2. Adrian Martin, 'Something Close to Nothing:
Appropriation in Australian Experimental Film and
Video of the 1980s.' In What is Appropriation:
An Anthology of Writings on Australian Art in the
1980s and 1990s Second edition, edited by R.
Butler (Brisbane: IMA Publishing, 2004).
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The time of my life (I've been waiting so long)
Anthea Behm
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The Go-Betweens
what

It seemed a long time lost from there to
here, then to now; but when you're pushing
down 39 standard drinks a night, you don't
really recognise the loss, the life. I was
feeling great, mostly in the afternoons. I
had been given one month unpaid leave
from work (something about the way I did
nothing); reports had been submitted. I
knew I was incapable of spending my time
productively, so I had an idea. Years ago I
had considered myself to be some kind of
an artist. I'd had a few shows, a couple of
reviews, sold nothing. I'd given it all away,
Jesus-like, when I turned 33. But now,
on the eve of turning 34,1 realised I had
one last chance. The Archibald Prize had
always impressed itself upon me as a pile
of shit, but it did have that $35,000 cheque
attached and, oddly enough, that was the
amount I needed to tell a lot of people to
fuck off. So I began my research to secure
a 'man or woman distinguished in Art,
Letters, Science or Polities'. It wasn't easy;
every time I thought I had a possibility, that
word 'distinguished' would ruin everything.
I didn't really like any 'distinguished' artists;
'distinguished' writers were overseas;
'distinguished' scientists-too fiddly-and as
for 'distinguished' politicians...
It was then that I remembered The
Go-Betweens. They'd soundtracked
my adolescence. The House That
Jack Kerouac Built was very much my
madeleine. Bedroom-bound and stoned,
I'd observed myself moving in the mirror
for several years, working on my hair,
preparing for adulthood. Correspondence
was forwarded to The Go-Betweens'
management in London, Bob, who soon
replied informing me of the difficulty of the
task, what with Robert and Grant living on
two separate continents and so forth. Bob
reminded me of the arts administrators
who had, through their arts administration

guidelines, removed me from the artworld
all those years before. I knew that The GoBetweens would have to come to me, and
they did. Bulli. Fucking. Hotel. By dealing
directly with The Go-Betweens' Australian
entourage, I managed to access them
pre-gig, for the legally bound, signed and
witnessed Archibald sitting.
Meeting the two original members of The
Go-Betweens really made me feel glad to
be an artist. Robert Forster had grey hair
and Grant McLennan had no hair, but here
were two artists getting old and still doing
what they were doing when they were
eighteen: playing new songs passionately,
playing old songs respectfully. I realised
that all the disappointments that had
stopped me from producing new work had
in fact been necessary in order for me to
meet The Go-Betweens, win the Archibald,
and pay off all the money owed as a result
of the disappointments of being an artist.
Robert wore a crumpled black suit covered
in crumbs, which was also too small for
him. He did a lot of funny moves on stage
and I laughed a lot (I think he was trying to
be funny). Grant was more contemporary in
his dress: jeans, shirt; casual cool. How the
fuck was I going to paint these guys? How
could I possibly render a portrait of The
Go-Betweens, arguably Australia's finest
pop moment? Was my respect too great to
see the project objectively?
I left the gig with a lot of images (and beer)
running through me. I had to think. The
Go-Betweens songs stick to your brain
with some form of brain-like industrial
adhesive. The song, the glue and the brain
become indecipherable components of
a brain that merely registers song. The
Go-Betweens could never really play/sing/
produce very well. In a world with such
great players/producers/singers as Phil
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Collins and Sting, The Go-Betweens had
no option but to revolt, and revolt came
all raw and lacking. Looking for a way to
correlate the music of The Go-Betweens
with the portraits of The Go-Betweens, I
turned to my own prodigious talents and
was surprised to learn that I, too, could
not paint/draw/sculpt: the company felt
good. In fact, reviewing my contribution
to late twentieth/early twenty-first century
visual arts, I concluded that the one skill I
possessed without equal was the ability to
stick things together. Of course, the works
produced after the arts administrators had
gotten their teeth into me and I could no
longer afford the things (the last works
produced in my all-too-short career), were
strictly glue (without things).
To the untrained eye, glue may seem a
rather limited medium, but it is through
limitation that one's idiosyncrasies begin
to surface. I am probably the world's
leading authority on the variations in
consistency between Liquid Nails, Zero
Nails, No More Nails and the delightful,
although reasonably difficult to obtain,
Nude Nails. I played a few more GoBetweens records and the afore-mentioned
analogy of having them stuck in my head
stuck, to the point where I imagined a
head composed entirely of glue, humming
Spring Rain, pouting. Liquid Nails and
its offshoots do abstraction seamlessly,
but how could it be manipulated to
articulate The Go-Betweens? Did I need to
articulate The Go-Betweens? It was time
to consider the physical characteristics
of the subjects. Robert Forster is, to all
that have stood before him, a giant. He
looks smart and poetic, but possibly also
a cattleman, Range Rovering. In contrast,
Grant McLennan seems a wee man;
broad shouldered, keen to let the big man
show-pony. I checked and rechecked
the measurements and realised I was
going to need two frames; two heads,
two perspectives. I found a pair of Italian
brass oval frames, highly ornate; one
big, one small. There had been some
contention regarding my use of antique
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frames way back before my retirement.
They were too this, too that, but to me
they were an actualisation of my boredom
with the inherent rigour assumed of a
naked stretcher as opposed to its framed
counterpart. Consider everything, but never
from the position of your educators—they
are modernists. I'd also like to give a
special mention to The Trustees of The Art
Gallery of New South Wales.
Thus began a month-long string of glue.
Every morning the caulking gun, the tube,
the stink. I squirted daily, slowly achieving
the headlike structure that would stage
the stares of the stars. I soon noticed
the absence of the back of my throat.
The toxicity had removed it completely,
making the inhalation of cigarette smoke
a real fucking chore. Being self-employed,
I had obviously overlooked OH&S issues.
I quickly (and without breath) installed
a respirator to the front of my head and
stopped my fucking complaining.
Not being able to paint/draw/sculpt can
be a real problem for a figurative artist. I
reckoned I could maybe get their heads the
same shape, but there was no fucking way
I could paint an eyeball. Fortunately, you
can purchase real plastic ones on eBay,
and if installed into the head at eye-level, it
just might work, if you squint.
So, now the project is spread out over the
studio. I've got about a hundred empty
Liquid Nails and associated tubes in here,
I've got twenty scattered eyeballs, I've got
The Go-Betweens playing in the corner. I'm
about to paint the faces of Robert Forster
and Grant McLennan (The Go-Betweens)
onto their respective egg-like foundations.
The entry date for the 2006 Archibald Prize
is nearing with the night. At last check,
I have a 99 point something percent
possibility of failure. Reading this now, as
you will no doubt be aware of the outcome
of the aforementioned Prize, you will be in
either of two camps:
Camp A: congratulations, well deserved,
how did you know?
Camp B: what a stupid fuckwit.
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A Copy & Paste Life
Anne Kay

Copy & paste, copy & paste, copy &
paste, copy & paste, copy & paste,
copy & paste, copy & paste, copy &
paste, copy & paste, copy & paste,
copy & paste, copy & paste, copy &
paste, copy & paste, copy & paste,
copy & paste, copy & paste, copy &
paste, copy & paste, copy & paste,
copy & pasteWhen I was working at home on a
computer document recently, rapidly and
repeatedly duplicating a file, the ease with
which I could reproduce at will—at the
click of a mouse button—any file I chose,
struck me as extraordinary. Actually, it is
something that has become so matter of
fact, banal and necessary, that what is
remarkable is that it struck me as unusual
at all.
I'm showing my age, but it doesn't seem
very long ago that the only way I could
produce two identical texts in my own
home was to place a piece of carbon
paper between two pages and, with the
pressure and movement of my hand,
inscribe a duplicate through the paper,
wax and pigment, onto the other page.1 It
was a slow process and one that had to be
premeditated. I could also have gotten out
my camera and produced a photographic
reproduction in the darkroom, but that
would have been a bit ridiculous.
Of course, it's been possible since the
latter quarter of last century2 to cheaply
and easily duplicate a text or image on a
photocopier, but it usually meant leaving
the house to go to an office, a library or
copy shop. It seems to me that the location
of all this reproduction has increasingly
narrowed over the last couple of decades
to allow infinite and instantaneous copying
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of text and pictures, bringing aspects of
the factory and mass production home
to us. The repetition of the intricate
finger positioning used for the keyboard
commands for duplicating, cutting, copying
and pasting makes me think of playing
some strange and awkward, keyed musical
instrument.
Last week I was finishing a particularly
intricate video project; seven hundred short
clips that needed to be scripted to play
on two channels with a control system.
Many of the clips had to be duplicated to
play independently while another version
plays in sync with another clip.3 The tedium
of the task was unbelievable (an idea for
a project always sounds so simple and
straightforward at first), making me joke
with friends that I was slaving away in a
digital factory. These changes to work
practices remind me that we are in a new
era founded on information communication
rather than the industrialised assembly-line
production of things.
The material dealt with in many
contemporary work environments is
less physically present (that is, it's
virtual, or on a screen, rather than
actual objects in space) than in earlier
contexts, yet the methodologies maintain
clear resemblances. There is still mass
reproduction, repetition of tasks, and
the need to pay close attention to the
matter at hand for quality control and
accuracy, whether it is objects passing on
an assembly line, or a screen with words,
numbers, images or clips.
In The Language of New Media, Lev
Manovich describes how, by acting as an
intermediary between the user and the
program, a computer program's graphical

user interface (GUI) has a powerful
impact not only on how a user interacts
with the computer, but also on the user's
conception of (or 'interface with') the
culture of which they are a part.4
I know in my own life I have frequently
found myself thinking and speaking in
terms of the commonplace GUI functions
of cut and paste in contexts completely
unrelated to computer use. And, of course,
it works the other way; the term 'cut and
paste' was used by GUI designers because
it drew on existing cultural forms (paper,
scissors and glue) that were already familiar
to people and could therefore be used as
metaphors to facilitate understanding of
computer processes.
Our present information and
communication technologies are frequently
lauded as being radically different and
superior to technologies of the past, but to
me the computer's basic functions (which
Manovich points out are now often the
same at home as they are at work) possess
a vestigial echo of the assembly line, in
all its banal and monotonous repetition.
If those keyboard shortcuts were music
they would be atonal: rhythmic, percussive
clicks.

The intricate movements associated with
carrying out workplace tasks were the
focus of the research of Lillian and Frank
Gilbreth in the early twentieth century. They
studied and recorded rhythm and cadence
in the patterns of workers' movements in
occupations ranging from assembly line
workers to doctors and homemakers.51
came across their work by chance when
researching the history of early film and
pre-cinematic viewing devices, as it was
connected to the work of Jules Etienne
Marey and Eadweard Muybridge (who
similarly used chronophotography, a form
of timed, serial photography that measures
and records the movement of objects).
The Gilbreths apparently made 2250 glass
photographic plates and series of moving
images they termed 'micro motion' films,
or 'chronocyclographs'. By using tiny lights
attached to workers' limbs, a gridded
screen (akin to the grid backgrounds in
Muybridge's photographs) and a number
of timers and stop clocks, they recorded
the sequences of movements and actions
carried out by workers while undertaking
the ordinary tasks associated with their
jobs.

My 'copy' of the very first photocopy ever, made by Chester Carlson.

Here's a description I copied and pasted
earlier from www.makingthemodernworld.
org.uk to explain the process:
Lights that flashed 20 times a
second were placed on those parts
of a worker's body that were to be
photographed. The camera's shutter
was opened at the beginning of the
work cycle and closed at the end. A
tear-shaped spot of light, produced
by the lights switching on quickly but
off slowly, indicated the direction of
movement. A stereoscopic camera
created a three-dimensional image
when viewed through a stereoscope.6

adapt their bodily movements in mimicry of
other's—, not to some creative end (say, for
instance, one dancer synchronising their
body with a group), but in a constrained
way; reproducing someone else's script,
like a warm-blooded machine.
And I can't help thinking that governments
and businesses hell-bent on increasing the
productivity and output of the workforce
would be only too happy to make every
worker into the fastest, most industrious
automaton possible. If only they could copy
it all into our portable drives and download
it direct to our brains; no need for messy
industrial reform.

Some of the images are enormously
compelling, perhaps because of the
unfamiliar costumes of the workers,
but also I think because of the slightly
disconcerted expressions on the faces of
the subjects under scrutiny, whose working
space had been invaded by timing and
measuring devices.
The images were subsequently made into
analogous three-dimensional models or
'copies' of the workers' actions fashioned
in wire. The micro motion studies and the
'sculptures' were shown to management
and other workers with the intention of
improving efficiency and production.
These strange and somewhat primitive
attempts by the Gilbreths at making one
worker or their actions reproducible—a
'copying and pasting' of the movement
habits of the fastest, most efficient workers
onto other workers—has all the features of
an assembly line of humans.
While I really appreciate the record these
images represent of a particular time and
place and even the uneasy marriage of
scientific quantification and everyday life,
I wonder at the experience of the people
caught in these recordings, and how it
must have been for them to attempt to

1. For anyone interested, like me, in the history of
ordinary things, there is an essay devoted to the
history of the humble carbon copy, entitled The
Exciting History of Carbon Paper at
http://www.kevinlaurence.net/essays/cc.php.
2. Apparently we have a person called
Chester Carlson to thank for the photocopier.
His experiments produced xerography or
electrophotography in 1937.
3. It's a public artwork called Place as embodied
time, and will be viewable under the Westpac
building opening up soon on Kent St, Sydney.
4. Lev Manovich, The Language of New Media
(Cambridge, Mass: MIT Press, 2001), 65.
5. http://www.telelavoro.rassegna.it/fad/socorg03/
l2/Frank%20and%20Lillian°/o20Gilbreth.htm
6. http://www.makingthemodernworld.org.
uk/stories/the_age_of_the_mass/05.ST.06/
?scene=2&tv=true Interestingly, the processes the
Gilbreths employed sit as an antecedent to the
motion capture processes used in animation and
game design today.

A 'homemade' copy of one of Frank and Lillian Gilbreth's chronocyclographs.
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Approaching legend
Kathryn Gray

I was working on odd projects when I
received a call from Belinda. She got to the
point: 'You should write the story of Boy
and the socks to the paper.'
She clarified: 'In the "Big Questions"
section of the Spectrum, there's a question
about lost socks and you should send in
that story about your brother.'
Big Questions: How long should you
wait for the partners of clean odd
socks to turn up? Sydney Morning
Herald. January 14-15 2006, p.4
Elaborating: 'It's a great story. It's perfect.
You know, you used to tell everyone all
about Robert and—' I remembered. It was
a great story; a monumental anecdote I
genuinely believed would benefit everyone.
Legend
My brother's name is Robert, although I
persistently called him Boy until everyone
else did too. As the youngest, he was
handed down the job of hanging out
smalls to dry under the house. Everyone
hated that chore—it was pesky and timeconsuming—but he hung out the socks,
undies and hankies, and all was well. There
was, however, a slightly higher proportion
of lost socks in the family.
The odd socks were perplexing and
continued interminably. Boy seemed as
mystified as the rest of us.
One day my mother dropped a hanky
behind the dryer. Squeezing in to retrieve
it, she was horrified to discover a wealth
of musty odd socks. There were enough
socks excavated to overfill a large laundry
basket. It was compellingly clear that my
brother had been hiding socks behind
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the dryer to save time, avoiding detection
by operating in small increments. We
all enjoyed the reunion with our longlost socks, and the creation of a great
anecdote.
It was monument to duty shirked. My
little brother had demonstrated sustained
commitment to an absurd labour-saving
endeavour. He had pitted his evasive
innocence against my mother's moral
outrage. I've always maintained that Boy
won. From then on I knew he was destined
to take over the world
Writing home about it
'Dad, how are you?
'I'm just calling—do you remember that
time Robert hid the socks? You know,
behind the dryer; it was a big drama!
'Well, ask Mum about it. Ask Robert! I can't
believe you don't remember...
'So I wanted to ask your permission to use
the story publicly. I'm going to write to the
paper with it; but I thought requesting your
permission would be appropriate—is that
ok?
'Thanks. So check the Spectrum next
week. Talk to Mum and Robert—such an
incredible story.'
Subject: Big Question: odd socks
Date: Monday, 16 January 2006 3:05 PM
From: <kathy@firstdraftgallery.com>
To: <bigquestions@smh.com.au>
Dear Harriet Veitch, I would like to submit
this answer to the Big Question 'How long
should you wait for the partners of clean
odd socks to turn up?' I hope this provides
an informative contribution to your column.
Kind regards, Kathryn Gray

BIG QUESTIONS
How long should you wait for
the partners of clean odd socks to
turn up?

I recommend waiting for at least a
decade. My sister gave me a pair of very
fine Mickey Mouse socks in 1993 while
I was living in Canberra. When I moved
to Sydney with my now wife, one of
them disappeared. I hung onto the odd
sock because it was a very fine sock. Its
mate reappeared in my sock drawer two
years ago and I have continued to wear
them with pride.
Peter Fletcher, Rozelle
Don't wait, throw unmatched socks
away immediately or they start to bulge
out of the sock bag. You will have fewer
socks and will enjoy buying new ones
without the heartache of the loss.
Alternatively, wash your socks by hand.
Jilliantferding.Boggabri
Keep waiting. We had a perplexing^
high rate of lost socks in our family.'.
seven-year-old brother was responsible^
for hanging smalls to dry in the laundry^
room and when questioned he seemed
as mystified as the rest of us. One day
my mother dropped a hanky behind the
dryer and in retrieving it she discovered
a wealth of musty odd socks. She was
mortified, but I was most impressed and
we all enjoyed the reunion with longlost socks. My little brother
demonstrated sustained commitment to
an absurd labour-saving endeavour. It
was a monument to duty shirked. I knew i
he was destined to take over the world.
JCathryn Gray, Eastwood
Wm/rtn hnntly nil rm I mi |ii,irr
when going in the same direction,
unlike birds in formation?

Most of the bats have an extra sense
called echolocation. Bats emit highfrequency sounds then listen for the
echoes to determine what is in front of
them - this is a sort of biological sonar.
So, because of this sense, they always fry
in different directions, determining
what's in front of them while hunting.
Jaya Seethamraju, Gladesville

In the normal atmosphere, but
especially in the dust of erupting
volcanoes, how is lightning formed and
where does all that power come from?

Under certain conditions, wind flowing
over cloud or dust formations results in
the build-up of static electricity on them.
Once the voltage reaches a sufficient level
to ionise the surrounding air molecules, a
flash of lightning results and the
previously stored electrical energy is
discharged, quite often to Earth.
This is what occurs if you "earth" a
battery or other electrical storage item,
and even certain types of clothing (for
example, after sliding across car
upholstery you may feel a "shock" when
you then touch the "earthed" car body).
The power of lightning comes from
the wind, which is driven by
atmospheric heat, which in turn has
come from the sun, which is the
ultimate source of all forms of
renewable (that is, excluding geothermal,
nuclear etc) energy on this planet.
) Chris de Zylva, B Eng (Aero), St Ives
With all the make-up and modern
editing techniques, do models need to
be naturally good-looking?

Not even remotery. Fm a 66-year-old man
but you'll see me modelling in several
recent bikini shoots. All Fm required to
do is sniff cocaine, do a little E, relax,
look vague and sullen, lounge around,
eat piles of yummy kilojoules and
regurgitate the lot like a maternal bird.
Paul Roberts, Lake Cathie
ANY ANSWERS?

• Given the number of fatalities in Mecca,
is there any religious reason that the hajj
can't be spread evenly over the year?
• Is the "pinch of salt" in so many
recipes necessary, and what are the
consequences if it isn't used?
• Just what can you make out of a
sow's ear?
• Is it true that a full moon brings an
increased number of admissions to
psychiatric wards?
Big Questions is edited by
Harriet Veitch.

Thinking About Gardens
Olivia Barrett

Harvest Moon: Friends of Mineral Town
is a multi-console computer game from
Japan. The idea is that you run your own
farm; plant, tend and harvest crops, care
for animals, make friends, learn to cook,
barter with townsfolk, watch TV (the latest
version has a duelling chef series like
Iron Chef), befriend sprites and maybe
even get married. It is a platform for
cultivation that allows participants to make
decisions about their farm and observe the
consequences. I imagine schoolchildren
in tiny bedrooms in Tokyo controlling
the day-to-day business of a sprawling
farm on their computer screens. The idea
of a simulated experience that enables
players to come into contact with 'natural
processes' is fascinating and paradoxical.
It reminds me that our points of access
to particular ways of life are often limited.
Technology can allow us to investigate
alternative modes of living through
simulated activity. Harvest Moon players
can learn about the seasonal requirements
of tending to crops, although they may
never have any practical experience with
them.
There might be a solution to the partnering
of detachment and obsession that exists
within these kinds of games. Artist and
plant enthusiast James Deutsher came
across Harvest Moon at a time when he
was beginning to involve plants in his
creative practice. He wanted to copy the
essential principles of Harvest Moon and
apply them to his art practice. Instead of
playing the game, he went to Bunnings and
bought a 100-litre plastic storage container
and vegetable seedlings. He visited
websites devoted to the maintenance
of terrariums and implemented what
he considered to be the most effective
drainage systems. There are hundreds
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of websites and blogs dedicated to the
care and cultivation of terrariums and
there appears to be an energetic culture
of exchange. They invite people to copy
them and learn from them, creating a point
of connection and common experience
between people who will most likely never
meet.
Keeping a terrarium is a practical
application of sustainable living, but it also
offers the possibility of experimentation.
One website suggests that 'any clear
container can be made into a terrarium...
a humble pickle jar, or a contemporary
glass sculpture.' James chose a storage
container over a contemporary glass
sculpture, and used take away containers
to collect weeds, moss, plants, and
sometimes worms and bugs. These
redundant food containers became
portable terrariums and were given a new
function through their re-use. Another
point attesting to terrariums' sustainability
is their recycling of water. A terrarium has
a condensation and drainage system that
means it rarely requires watering, some
never at all. James kept a strawberry plant
in a round takeaway container and didn't
open it for months. When he finally did,
there were large, moist strawberry leaves
pressed against the side.
But James' Harvest Moon was not
just about practical experience. At the
beginning of the year, a friend lent him a
publication called here and there, edited
by Japanese publishing veteran Nakako
Hayashi.1 There was an article about a
small area in a pebbled garden with three
or four circular garden beds, each with
one or two plants growing in it. The plants
were weeds and the author was developing
a practice of cosmic gardening. The

weeds were not chosen, sowed, watered
or pruned, thereby removing any idea of
garden construction or control. Devised of
its own logic, this garden followed a basic
conceptual formula: 'weeds + gardening
= cosmic garden.' James wanted to
investigate this idea and apply it to his art
practice:
I think art is best when it involves a
strong exchange of knowledge, art that
can act as a tool, art that can be used,
or operates in a way that is open to
other outcomes and infinite divisions.
The cosmic gardening exhibited in
Here and There operated as a liberating
agent for an investigation of my own
personal gardening techniques and
knowledge building.2
Reading about cosmic gardening deeply
affected Deutsher's conception of the
significance of living organisms. The natural
systems he was nurturing existed in the
infinite relationship between the greater
cosmos and all living things. For James,
weeds became small eruptions of life that
grow towards the sun and hold insight
into the enormous energy exchange of
the universe. This energy exchange exists
on a micro level in his storage container.
Looking into his garden there is an
immense tension between the apparent
stillness and the simmering microcosmic
activity: 'A truly explosive environment!!!'3
Once the terrarium had been planted
(carrots, bok choy, a maple, moss, ferns,
carnivorous plants and ground cover),
James became an obsessive hobbyist,
collecting weeds and inviting them into
his cosmic environment, just like the
Japanese schoolchildren who control
their farms from their rooms. He started
a journal on his home computer, writing
a couple of entries a week. Some entries
were detailed recollections of planting
and sourcing processes, and some were
more contemplative responses to the ideas

that the garden was generating, ideas of
cosmic relationships between the world
we inhabit and the universe we observe;
stories about the bugs James introduced
to the terrarium; observations of Hong
Kong balcony terraces; and fantasies about
alternative and remote living situations. The
life of the terrarium exploded into ideas
and activities; paintings, sculptures and
drawings. Just like the game, it opened up
multiple possibilities of approaches and
actions.
James never played the game and, reading
about it, I wonder if Nintendo read his
journal and copied his ideas. But it is clear
that the Harvest Moon concept, both on
gaming consoles and in terrariums, is
about observation and exchange, where
interaction with plant and animal life opens
up new meanings within one's personal
existence. After James' first harvest, he
cooked a basic meal of bonsai carrots,
bok choy, honey, oil and jarred enoki
mushrooms for Yu Okozono and me at
Yu's small, innercity apartment. This was
an act of sharing that integrated his ideas
into daily life. In Harvest Moon the game,
players are encouraged to meet other
villagers and learn to cook. Villagers will
teach you recipes that they know, and from
this dialogue they will then act with greater
kindness towards you. There is also a
culture of gift exchange—one fan website
advises that Sebastian (a virtual farmer)
likes milk and cooked meals, and gives
a record and 'town spirit' in exchange.
This kind of mutual understanding of
relationship development and productive
interaction with other people is intrinsic to
both James' practice and the philosophy of
the game.
There are other active connections
between James' Harvest Moon and the
game, which make it seem like they exist
within an unspoken dialogue of ideas
about how life can be affected by cosmic
impulses. James planted a maple bonsai
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in the initial stage of the terrarium, an ideal
environment for a dwarfed tree. Soon
after, he was given some weed seeds
and decided to grow these in his densely
vegetated micro-world. As one of the weed
plants grew, it began to entwine itself in the
maple. The weed and the tree embraced
each other and grew in symbiosis, the
similar shapes of the leaves making this
pairing particularly beautiful. James called
the new hybrid plant 'maple-mull.' Looking
on a Harvest Moon fan site, I came across
a feature of the latest generation game:
now, hybrid plants can be obtained by
planting two different fruit/vegetable
varieties side by side. Strawberry and yam
become berrican; watermelon and potato
become bashbar; and peach and banana
become magerum. These hybrids speak of
a willingness to create new systems from
existing ones, suggesting that life is never
stagnant and can evolve into new forms
through interaction with other forms of life.
James' terrarium was exhibited in a solo
show at CLUBSproject in November
2005, along with copies of the 44-page
journal he had kept for nine months. It
was an opportunity to allow people insight
into James' obsessive cultivation and
observation of his hobby/art/ideas/life.
During the exhibition, I heard many people
comment that, after seeing this garden,
they wanted to start their own terrarium.
Like floating spores of moss that catch
onto new surfaces, James' work has
created new curiosities and new terrariums.
Having accessed this knowledge through
a process of exchange, more people are
now investigating these ideas and applying
them to their own systems of living.

1. www.nakakobooks.com
2. From an email exchange with the artist,
January 2006.
3. James Deutsher, Harvest Moon: Friends of
Mineral Town journal (2005).
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James Deutsher Harvest Moon 2005, installation view, CLUBSproject, Melbourne

(interpolate) [ant mrav]
Got Away With Words 2005
Artistic Intervention: Casula railway crossing
Performance Still
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Oasis Tense 2005
Artistic Intervention: Designer Outlets
Orange Grove Road, Liverpool
Performance Still
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(latent) [ant mrav]
Psychiatry Is Not a Science But a Hoax 2005
Artistic Intervention: Sorting Trolleys, Ward Library,
University of Western Sydney, Kingswood
Performance Still
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(translate) [ant mrav]
Unweighed 2005
Artistic Intervention: Orbital (Under Construction)
Performance Still
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